
Subject: Re: Just Read This:
Posted by cheesesoda on Wed, 25 Oct 2006 17:19:41 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

thrash300 wrote on Wed, 25 October 2006 12:50j_ball430 wrote on Mon, 23 October 2006
00:24thrash300 wrote on Mon, 23 October 2006 00:17NukeIt15 wrote on Sun, 22 October 2006
21:37Hey, I can get you a great deal on tinfoil hats! They're home-made and 100% guaranteed
not to have been tampered with. 

And I've also got an excellent price on the Brooklyn Bridge...

You do know that the Aluminati control the media, so they made the ones who wear the tin foil
hats look like complete lunatics, but in truth if you knew the weapons they have, you would be
wearing them to. TRUST ME. Weapons such as electronically induced cancers, and I can prove
that.

EDIT: This comes from something I read and still am reading in a great book: We live in the 21st
century we have laptop, GPS, Nuclear Tecknology, Chemichal Energy Tecknology, Rechargagble
Batterties, Sun Power, Wind Power, and ect... You have to admit that something is SERIOUSLY
wrong if we are STILL using 50% of our energy from fossill fuels!
Here's the thing, you first go off on a tangent about how we'd be wearing tinfoil hats if we know
what was going on, but then you talk about how much technology we have. Don't you think this
whole conspiracy government would have the technology to make those tinfoil hats obsolete?
Wouldn't you just be giving yourself a false sense of safety?

Conspiracies are so full of shit and so many holes that it's not even funny. Sure, you can find
evidence upon evidence to prove your point, but you always ignore the most important thing: logic
and reasoning. If you used it, you'd see through all of these conspiracies.

About the tin foil hats, yes they do protect you to a certain degree, but some rougue elements DO
have tecknlology that effects consiousness. But the hats do offers some protection.
How about a padded cell? Would that work, too? You need one, that's for sure.
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